HeartEdge | Newcastle 11 June | URC Jesmond

**A HeartEdge day** is about ideas, theology, connections and mission.

Everyone taking part today is a practitioner, learning by doing, experts by experience.

You’ll find lots to take-away to encourage, inspire and equip alongside opportunities to share your own insights, learning, experience and ideas.

Please use the day to step out of the comfort zone and make connections with colleagues – this is what HeartEdge is all about! Like the sound of HeartEdge? Then do join.

**Thanks for attending and taking part. Have a great day!**

**Programme:**

10.00:  
**Registration, coffee, tea and pastry**

10.15:  Welcome and prayer: with Jane Rowell

10.20:  ‘Beyond the Benefactor’ including a Q&A: with Sam Wells

11.05:  **Coffee and tea**

11.25:  Chair – Lucy Zwolinska

  - Compassion:  Tracey Hume – compassion and mission
  - Commerce:  Ross Allen – commerce at South Tyneside Churches Key Project
  - Culture:  Deb Doyle – engaging culture via the community pantomime
  - Congregation:  Phil Medley – a tent making congregation – St Michaels, Byker

12.30:  What is HeartEdge? Jonathan Evens

12.40:  Where are you? Lucy Zwolinska

12.50:  **Lunch by Social Chef** – introduced by Bernadette Askins

13.30:  Joanne Thorns and Chris Howson – Healing communities in the midst of Brexit.

14.00:  Take 3: Lucy Zwolinska

14.05:  ‘How to…’ workshops:

  1. How to… do a weekly community lunch – Bill and Chris Smithson
  2. How to… engage community through arts, crafts and creativity – Tracey Hume
  3. How to… develop enterprise – Val and Kate Welch
  4. How to… run a holiday project with food – Jo Benham Brown
  5. How to… do a food bank plus… Hilary Thompson tbc
  6. How to engage your community at Christmas – Jane Rowell
  7. How to engage children and young people – Phil Medley / Chris Hughes
  8. How to nurture good mental health – Caroline Dick

15.05:  Theological reflections Caroline Dick and Sam Wells

15.30:  **Finish**